HOT TITLES
OCTOBER 2019
Fiction
Imaginary Friend by Stephen Chbosky
A highly anticipated follow-up to The Perks of Being a Wallflower finds a single
mother's desperate efforts to escape an abusive relationship thrown into turmoil by
her son's disappearance and reappearance days later with an imaginary friend.

Olive, Again by Elizabeth Strout
A sequel to Olive Kitteridge finds Olive struggling to understand herself while
bonding with a teen suffering from loss, a woman who gives birth unexpectedly, a
nurse harboring a longtime crush and a lawyer who resists an unwanted inheritance.

Cilka’s Journey by Heather Morris
A novel based on a true story follows a Russia woman who is forced by a concentration-camp commandant to become his lover and is subsequently sent to Siberia
after being found guilty of collaborating with the enemy. By the #1 best-selling author of The Tattooist of Auschwitz.

The Guardians by John Grisham
The best-selling author of The Reckoning and The Rooster Bar presents his latest
fast-paced legal thriller, incorporating his signature inventive twists and turns into a
courtroom drama inspired by some of today's most hot-button issues.

Ninth House by Leigh Bardugo
Surviving a horrific multiple homicide, a girl from the wrong side of the tracks is unexpectedly offered a full scholarship to Yale, where her mysterious benefactors task
her with monitoring the university's secret societies.

The Butterfly Girl by Rene Denfeld
A companion to The Child Finder finds investigator Naomi continuing her search for
her years-missing sister in Oregon, where her discoveries about local disappearances are shaped by fleeting memories and her butterfly guides.

Agent Running in the Field by John Le Carre
Desperate to resist the political turbulence of his 2018 London home, a young man
establishes connections that lead him down a dark and dangerous path. By the best
-selling author of A Legacy of Spies.

Non-Fiction
Home Work: A Memoir of My Hollywood Years by Julie
Andrews
In a follow-up to the critically acclaimed Home, the beloved performing artist reflects on her Hollywood career and the creations of three of her most iconic films,
Mary Poppins, The Sound of Music and Victor/Victoria.

The Body: A Guide for Occupants by Bill Bryson
The award-winning author of A Short History of Nearly Everything presents an engaging head-to-toe tour of the human body that shares anecdotal insights into its
functions, ability to heal and vulnerability to disease.
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